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* Definition
This document relates only to the upper storeys of the Park Lodge, formerly the Park Keepers Lodge, and does not relate
to the Explore Reading Room café, which will remain unaffected by these proposals, with the exception of temporary
impact from refurbishment works and the necessary facilitation of disabled access provision.
References to ‘the Lodge’ mean the upper storeys i.e. the Park Keepers Lodge, (outlined yellow above), whereas Explore’s
Reading Room café will be referenced by the ‘Café’ or ‘Reading room café’.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our proposal
 We, the Friends of Rowntree Park, want to create a new and vibrant community facility in the existing
Park Keeper’s Lodge, keeping the layout of rooms predominantly as they exist now
 The facility will be available for hire by local individuals, voluntary organisations, charities and social
groups to address a variety of community and strategic needs
 It will be run by the Friends of Rowntree Park and a small, paid team, supported by volunteers
 Our proposal reflects a large survey of local people (582) and a detailed assessment of strategic
policies. (88% in our survey want the flat to be used by the community; 81% oppose the holiday flat)
 The café will be mainly unaffected by our plans and there is potential for cooperation and synergy
 We feel our community proposal is a better fit for the park than a holiday let; honours the covenant
and reflects local opinion and stated needs
 Our scheme fits well with the centenary of the park, creating new benefits for future generations.
Details
 Outline plans and costs are already established
 There will be a disabled lift to all floors and new disabled toilet provision, so all facilities are accessible
 The building will be rewired, and asbestos removed as per the council’s proposal
 The rooms will be ‘lightly’ refurbished, for the new purposes, maintaining the heritage feel/features
 A full programme of ‘anticipated’ activity has been drawn up to reflect local needs.
Council and Café
 We are seeking approval from the council for a ‘Community Asset transfer’ of the upper stories of
the Lodge, through a 99-year peppercorn lease – this will help us get external grants
 We want to work with the council/ café to slightly reconfigure a small part of the café entrance to
install the lift (which only fits in one location to serve all 3 floors)
 Works could include café layout improvements to benefit café operation (subject to finance/ wishes).
Finance
 The capital costs for our proposed lodge refurbishment and lift, plus the costs we have discerned
from CYC data for asbestos, rewiring and café closure, come to ~£441k (excluding*, below).
 We anticipate CYC contributing to cover the asbestos, rewiring and café closure (as per flat project),
and hope a further contribution will be made to support the disabled access, and necessary external
improvement works* e.g. new lighting/fencing that will support longer café/Lodge opening hours
 We anticipate seeking external funding for the balance of the capital costs (~£300k) and for some 3year ‘declining’ revenue (£35k), to support programmes and the initial start-up
 Such funds for heritage and community development are available from several possible sources
 We have 4 years of ‘realistic’ and detailed revenue projections available, demonstrating our plan is
viable and sustainable, based on ~30% occupancy
 Our income from hiring to local groups/indiv. is based on comparable, local community facility rates.
Next steps
 We want to obtain the Council’s approval for the project and related, necessary involvement
 We will implement our Action Plan and recruit more volunteers to support us
 We will prepare papers for Council’s approval and start getting grant applications together
 We will refine the designs and confirm the capital costs
 We will submit documents for necessary planning consents/ building approvals.
Rowntree Park's Centenary Year presents a unique opportunity to develop and enhance the life of the
wider park, as well as adapting the Lodge in a way which celebrates its heritage while also embracing
the future needs of our community.
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Proposed layouts
First floor plan, (below), with proposed lift
NB Furniture layouts are examples and not proposals
Room refs in yellow boxes are used elsewhere in this document e.g. in programme, indicating spaces for activity use.
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Second floor plan (below), with lift
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PORTFOLIO DOCUMENTS
All the documents below have fed into our main Business case report. Some will have been used in their
entirety whereas other larger documents have been used only in part e.g. the full community survey results,
the demographics, or the strategic context.

REF

ITEM

PAGES

SIZE

1

History and Background

3

1,053 KB

2

CYC proposal for flat in the Lodge

2

38 KB

3

Community issues with proposal for flat

6

480 KB

4

Options analysis for future use

2

562 KB

5

Community survey results – NB precis

3

43 KB

6

The community proposal

3

60 KB

7

Community use development options

1

37 KB

8

Strategic context

18

73 KB

9

Need, demand and demographics (incl. precis of demographics)

7

55 KB

10

SWOT and PESTLE analyses

2

40 KB

11

Uses, users and illustrative programme

3

51 KB

12

Design

13

2,376 KB

13

Legal issues

3

283 KB

14

Management and staffing

4

61 KB

15

Capital costs

3

49 KB

16

Marketing

3

84 KB

17

Risk analysis

2

41 KB

18

Demographics (full report)

18

1,767 KB

19

Full community survey results

47

336 KB

20

Competitor analysis

6

1,070 KB

21

Anticipated Management information, policies & procedures

1

37 KB

22

Finance plan Capital & Revenue projections, Inc & Exp (Excel)

13

566 KB
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